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We present a fitted model of sky dome radiance and attenuation for realistic terrestrial atmospheres. Using scatterer distribution data from atmospheric measurement data, our model considerably improves on the visual realism of existing analytical clear sky models, as well as of interactive methods that are based on approximating atmospheric light transport. We also provide features not found in fitted models so far: radiance patterns for post-sunset conditions, in-scattered radiance and attenuation values for finite viewing distances, an observer altitude resolved model that includes downward-looking viewing directions, as well as polarisation information. We introduce a fully spherical model for in-scattered radiance that replaces the family of hemispherical functions originally introduced by Perez et al., and which was extended for several subsequent analytical models: our model relies on reference image compression via tensor decomposition instead.
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Fig. 1. Top row: a mountain landscape rendered from 4.8 km altitude using our atmospheric model with finite-distance in-scattering. Left: 2° solar elevation, 30 km visibility. Right: 15° solar elevation, 60 km visibility. Bottom row: a cityscape rendered in a late afternoon setting, and post sunset.
1 INTRODUCTION

For high quality renderings of outdoor scenes, one needs realistic models of sky-dome radiance, atmospheric scattering, and optionally also cloudscapes. It has been known for a considerable time how to compute these, via brute force path tracing of realistic atmospheric and cloud models. However, the computational cost of this is still infeasible for routine production use, and will remain so for the foreseeable future – in particular for interactive use cases. Three families of techniques have established themselves to cover for this performance deficiency of full atmospheric path tracing:

1. HDR sky-dome captures are intrinsically realistic, and can include clouds: typical usage is as an HDR environment map. But they lack matching atmospheric scattering information, are static, and cannot easily be manipulated to e.g. modify solar elevation or atmospheric parameters.

2. Approximative sky models such as [Hillaire 2020] provide excellent results for interactive settings. But all techniques in this category are based on approximating light transport in the atmosphere and typically neglect higher order scattering events.

3. Fitted analytical models of sky-dome radiance that are based on brute force simulations of atmospheric light transport have proven popular for use in offline rendering. Due to being based on physical simulations, such models can, at least in theory, deliver visual fidelity on par with HDR captures: but with the added ability to modify sky appearance and solar position. And crucially, such models can also use the non-trivial vertical scatterer profiles found in real atmospheres.

In spite of the impressive performance of current interactive techniques, they cannot be used if high degrees of accuracy are required, due to their use of simplified light transport, and due to performing computations in a colour space instead of using spectral rendering.

For several application areas, such as movie VFX, or predictive rendering applications like training of autonomous vehicle sensor suite software, one needs more realistic models: and especially for the latter, reliable spectral data for a wide range of configurations is also needed. As brute-force approaches are too slow, fitted models will remain in use: but improvements in this area are needed, as existing techniques are all lacking a number of crucial features.

In particular, altitude-dependent in-scattering and absorption data that accurately matches the in-scattered light component for observer altitudes above ground level are missing from current fitted models. Both these features are crucial for the ability to render arbitrary scenes that include views of distant scenery, such as mountain ranges that recede into the distance, or downward-looking images of aircraft in flight, without running an expensive full atmospheric scattering simulation. Also, for accurate simulations of specular object appearance in outdoor scenes (again a feature needed for autonomous vehicle sensor training), it can be important to consider the polarisation of sky-dome radiance: and no such functionality is available in existing models.

In this paper, we advance the state of the art with regard to the third kind of approach. We propose an integrated model of sky-dome radiance and attenuation, and follow the general approach of previous models of the third type by first running brute force simulations, and then fitting a model to the obtained data. But we advance the state of the art with regard to practically all components of this process. The main contributions are:

- The use of reference data from atmospheric science to define realistic vertical scatterer distribution profiles: these profiles are then used in a polarisation-aware path tracer to generate a large database of polarised reference images.
- Fully spherical reference images, which are generated for a range of observer altitudes up to 15 km: this is a considerable improvement over current hemispherical models that are only defined for ground-based observers.
- Verification of these reference images against the output of dedicated atmospheric simulation software.
- A new tensor decomposition approach to compress the reference image dataset. With it, artefact-free interpolated sky-dome images can be reconstructed from a coefficient set that is a fraction of the size of the reference images themselves.
- Solar elevations up to $42^\circ$ are included in the model, as the new compression technique is powerful enough to deal with the changing sky dome luminance patterns after sunset.
- A matching model for atmospheric transmittance is provided.
- And finally, there is also a matching model for sky-dome polarisation.

In the remainder of this paper, we first review the state of the art in such models within the field of computer graphics in Sec. 2. We then discuss the physics background of sky-dome luminance and attenuation patterns in Sec. 3, and our atmospheric model and our brute force path tracer are discussed in Sec. 4. The fitting process itself is described in Sec. 5, and we conclude by demonstrating the results of our new model in Sec. 6.

2 STATE OF THE ART IN SKY MODELS

As already outlined in the introduction, work on sky dome radiance and atmospheric transmission falls into four broad categories within computer graphics:

0. brute-force simulations of light transport in the atmosphere
1. capture and measurement of real skies
2. interactive approximations to atmospheric scattering
3. fitted analytical models

True brute force approaches (here, numbered zero for consistency with the introduction) are not nearly fast enough for production use, so the remaining three can all be seen as means to provide adequate levels of realism at acceptable performance levels. For brute-force simulations and fitted analytical models there exists a considerable body of work within the atmospheric research community, for which we provide a summary in Table 1, and we refer the reader to [Bruneton 2016] for a comprehensive overview and evaluation of fitted analytical models and brute-force solvers. In the remainder of this section we provide more details about selected work from each category.

2.1 Brute-force Simulations

Examples of this category, such as the work of Nishita et al. [1996; 1993], Haber et al. [2005], Bruneton et al. [2008] and Guimera et al. [2018], tend to yield excellent results in terms of visual quality.
Most of them actually contain a pre-computation step that reduces the complexity of the models’ evaluation at the time of rendering, albeit for the set of parameters (observer altitude, sun elevation) fixed at the pre-computation step. Real-time methods, such as O’Neal [2005] compute approximations to atmospheric lighting; these typically trade effects such as multiple scattering for fast computation. The atmospheric research community has also developed general simulation packages such as libradtran [Emde et al. 2016], which are significantly more powerful than the one-off solutions introduced within graphics. These can serve as a valuable source of reference solutions for graphics research, such as those shown in the work of Wang et al. [2016]. However, for the reasons we discuss in Sec. 4.4, and notwithstanding all its excellent capabilities, libradtran is not well suited for general rendering tasks, and would not have been a good solution for the very specific problem of obtaining reference images for our own model.

2.2 Fitted Sky Dome Models

This category contains a number of models that have seen fairly widespread industrial use [Hošek and Wilkie 2012, 2013; Perez et al. 1993; Freetham et al. 1999]. These models are all attempts to fit parametric functions to the properties observed in brute force sky dome radiance simulations: common to all is their usefulness for fast, high-quality scene modelling and rendering. The main drawbacks of these models are typically a limited parameter range, a lack of realism for some regions of their parameter space, and a comparatively narrow applicability: all these models assume the observer to be at ground level, a shortcoming which we are explicitly addressing in the proposed new model. [Hošek and Wilkie 2012, 2013] also lack a dedicated atmospheric transmission model that matches the sky dome luminance. Our work adds these features, albeit at the cost of requiring precomputation for the required range of parameters, and resulting in a model which has larger memory requirements than previous techniques. Fig. 2 illustrates the conceptual difference of these models to a full solution like our model provides, while Fig. 3 shows the consequences of omitting individual components.

2.2.1 Sky Dome Polarisation Patterns. An addition to the line-up of analytical models was the polarisation work of [Wilkie et al. 2004], where they proposed an approximate analytical fit of sky dome polarisation patterns. As the authors neither had access to reference data, nor to a brute force simulator capable of including the phenomenon, they (as per their own admission in the paper) entirely based their approach on indirect reasoning. And as [Wang et al. 2016] conclusively showed, their results were rather sub-optimal. The authors of the latter paper also proposed a new, high-quality analytical model of sky dome polarisation that can be efficiently evaluated. Without an accompanying analytical model of sky dome radiance and transmission, however, the utility of this promising new model is of limited use for producing highly accurate renderings. By contrast, our new proposed model provides an integrated solution that covers all aspects of sky dome radiance (in-scattered radiance, attenuation, polarisation).

2.3 Radiance Pattern Captures

On-set captures of sky-dome radiance for re-lighting purposes have been a standard technique in the movie industry for many years now, and collections of representative stock HDR sky images are a common lighting resource in production environments. However, such production-level HDR captures are rarely, if ever, taken in a calibrated manner that would allow one to use them as either basis...
for renderings done in absolute units, or as basis for verification of fitted sky-dome models.

A highly useful exception is the work of Kider et al. [2014], who provided a systematically collected dataset of sky dome radiance for representative conditions that can also be used to directly illuminate scenes. The only drawback of that work is that it does not contain the exact atmospheric parameters at the time of capture, but only meteorological data. This lack of scatterer profile data means that it is not easily possible to do a brute force rendering that matches the captured luminance distributions in the dataset of Kider et al. [2014]: there are too many degrees of freedom in how a clear atmosphere can be structured to be able to derive scatterer profiles from the luminance distributions alone. However, as the comparison in Figure 7 shows, the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, which we use as basis of our own model, is a reasonable fit for the measurements.

### 2.4 Transmission Models

Models of atmospheric transmission have been provided in some sky dome research papers, such as [Preetham et al. 1999], however these typically rely on simplifications such as exponential distributions of aerosols. Other approaches for transmittance such as [Hansard 2019] operate in image space, so cannot be easily applied to multiple bounces of lighting. Our work provides a specialised transmittance parametrisation and fit, is accurate to the underlying atmospheric configuration, and can be used when computing indirect lighting.

### 3 PHYSICS BACKGROUND FOR ATMOSPHERIC RENDERING

In one way or another, whenever one wishes to generate images of outdoor scenes, some kind of atmospheric rendering is done. As outlined in the previous section, graphics usually uses approximative solutions, to achieve reasonable performance. In this section, we briefly review physics aspects of the full problem.

A complete description of light transport in participating media, such as in atmospheres, is given by the radiative transfer equation [Subrahmanyan 1960], for which an exhaustive introduction is given by Pharr and Humphreys [2010]. It is subject to the following parameters:

1. The transport coefficient or extinction coefficient $\sigma_0$ [m$^{-1}$], which is the inverse of the mean free path. This parameter can be obtained by multiplying the extinction cross section $\alpha$ [m$^2$] by the particle concentration [m$^{-3}$], i.e., the number of particles per cubic meter.

2. The single scattering albedo $\omega$ (unitless), which gives the probability that a collision event in the medium is a scattering event as opposed to absorption.

3. The phase function and its parameters, which describes the directional distribution of light after a scattering event.

#### 3.1 Scattering Mechanisms

In an atmosphere, two main scattering mechanisms prevail: Rayleigh and Mie scattering. Both can be characterised by their respective phase functions and extinction cross sections. Note that other types of mechanisms, e.g., scattering by non-spherical particles such as ice crystals, are not present in all atmospheric configurations, and we do not take them into account in our model.

Rayleigh scattering describes the interaction of light with gas-phase constituents of the atmosphere such as N$_2$ and O$_2$. Closed-form expressions are available for calculating the cross section and phase function [Bodhaine et al. 1999; Mätzler 2002]. The particle concentrations change with altitude — we describe the vertical profiles later in Sec. 3.2.

Mie scattering describes the interaction of light with aerosols, or more generally scatterers that are larger than the light wavelength. In an atmosphere, the particles have various size distributions [Hess et al. 1998], which influences the cross sections and phase functions. As the scattering favours forward directions, it produces characteristic coronas around light sources in foggy environments.

Unlike Rayleigh scattering, simple closed-form formulas are not available for Mie scattering, and it has to be approximated [van de Hulst 1957] or pre-computed from the size distributions and tabulated separately for each wavelength [Emde et al. 2016]. In our model (Sec. 4.2), we use pre-computed extinction coefficients, single scattering albedos and asymmetry parameters together with a closed-form Heney-Greenstein phase function [Henyey and Greenstein 1941], the validity of which we discuss in more detail in our supplementary PDF.

Both Rayleigh and Mie scattering are polarising light-matter interactions: but for sky dome scenes, the macroscopically resulting polarisation is often rather weak in the case of Mie scattering.

#### 3.2 Actual Composition of a Typical Atmosphere

Physically correct simulation of light in an atmosphere requires understanding the atmosphere composition. In physical simulations, an atmosphere is considered to consist of molecules, aerosols and clouds, where clouds can be further divided into water clouds and ice clouds [Emde et al. 2016]. Since our model only deals with clear skies, we do not discuss clouds further.

3.2.1 Gas-phase Constituents. For the gas-phase constituents, reference atmospheres are available such as the U.S. Standard Atmosphere [Anderson et al. 1986] with tabulated concentrations in altitudes ranging from 0 km up to 120 km (Fig. 4, first and third plot). The two main constituents of air, N$_2$ and O$_2$, form roughly 78.1 % and 20.9 % of air, respectively, up to the altitude of about 90 km, where the overall air concentration is already negligible.
These molecules are responsible for Rayleigh scattering and are mainly responsible for the blue colour of the sky. However, as we show in Fig. 5, there is another molecule which is relevant to sky-dome appearance: ozone ($O_3$, Fig. 4). Its importance for sky dome appearance in dusk conditions has long been known in atmospheric research literature [Hulburt 1953], although a recent publication has called the direct correspondence between twilight sky colour and ozone concentrations into question [Lee et al. 2011].

But even if there is no direct link, if skies with low solar elevations are to be rendered correctly, the inclusion of $O_3$ is a necessity, so we included it in our model (Sec. 4.2). So far, it has mostly been omitted in computer graphics sky models [Nishita et al. 1993; Preetham et al. 1999], and even though two models already include it [Haber et al. 2005; Kutz 2013], no widely used fitted model features the effect yet.

### Aerosols

3.2.2 Aerosols. The second major part of an atmosphere are aerosols. As these particles are larger, scattering caused by them is described by Mie theory. An aerosol property database for these scatterers called OPAC (Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds) is available [Hess et al. 1998]; it contains several basic aerosol types that are typically present in an atmosphere, e.g. water-soluble (WASO), water-insoluble (INSO) and black carbon (SOOT). The optical properties of each of the types can be computed from the given particle size distributions and refractive indices and are available in libradtran [Emde et al. 2016].

The vertical profiles of the aerosol concentrations (Fig. 4, right) can be modeled for various environments according to OPAC, e.g. for continental (clean, average and polluted), urban, desert or arctic environments.

### 4 THE BRUTE FORCE SIMULATION

Goal of brute force atmospheric light transport is to generate authoritative images of complex, realistic simulated atmospheres. In this section, we give a technical overview of both the simulated atmosphere we use in the brute force renderings that serve as basis.

![The effects of atmospheric ozone on sky dome appearance for a simplified atmosphere.](image)
of our model, as well as of `atmo_sim`, the path tracer used to obtain this reference dataset.

4.1 Viewing Distance as Model Parameter
In order to control the haziness of outdoor scenes, existing sky dome models feature a user-controllable parameter called turbidity. This is a relative measure of the fraction of additional scattering due to aerosols as opposed to molecules [Preetham et al. 1999], i.e., how much more the atmosphere scatters compared to an ideally clean molecular atmosphere:

\[
T = \frac{t_m + t_h}{t_m},
\]  

(1)

where \(t_m\) is the optical thickness of molecules only and \(t_h\) is the optical thickness of aerosols only. This value is typically reported at 550 nm and measured towards the zenith. As we will see in the next section, such vertical measurements are not a good correlate of haziness when using realistic scatterer profiles: they only correlate well when using exponential scatterer profiles.

As we are using realistic scatterer profiles with a large amount of aerosols close to the ground, we parameterise our model via horizontal viewing distance at ground level (viewing distance for short). This is an intuitive parameter for end users, and we provide a model fit for viewing distances that range from 20 km to 130 km.

4.2 Our Atmospheric Model
To achieve an appearance which is as realistic as possible, the composition of our atmospheric model is directly based on the U.S. Standard Atmospheres introduced in Sec. 3.2, with its profiles for three specific atmospheric configurations: average, clean and polluted. These standard profiles are based on real measurements, but simplified insofar as in the OPAC model these are modelled by two exponentials with a sharp transition at the inversion layer.

In order to obtain practically useful scatterer profiles, we first had to slightly modify the OPAC profiles by smoothing the inversion layer transition. For atmospheric research purposes, the discontinuities in the OPAC data likely do not matter: but as Fig. 6 shows, they are clearly visible for observer altitudes near the transition. Fig. 4 shows, in the rightmost plot, the smoothed vertical profiles we work with, and also the extrapolated profiles for viewing distances that were inserted to obtain smooth transitions for varying viewing distances. For all atmospheric configurations, we took WASO, INSO and SOOT particles into account. Their extinction cross sections and single scattering albedos were as provided by `libradtran`. The Rayleigh scattering cross section is based on Bodhaine et al. [1999] and only takes N₂ and O₂ into account. For O₃ particles, we use the cross sections from Gorshelev et al. [2014] at 223 K (Fig. 4, second plot).

In Sec. 3 of the supplementary PDF, we discuss the validation of our own simulations against results obtained for some of these atmospheric configurations with `libradtran`, and we also discuss the effect of slightly smoothing the OPAC reference data. Also, see Fig. 7 for a comparison against the measurements provided by Kider et al. [2014]. Our validations and comparisons show that our simulation provides results which are highly physically plausible, and that the curve smoothing eliminates undesirable artefacts.

4.2.1 Aerosol Phase Functions. For simplicity, the aerosol phase functions we use are based on a closed-form Henyey-Greenstein approximation [Henyey and Greenstein 1941], instead of full Mie scattering. As asymmetry parameters \(g\) for WASO and SOOT, we numerically fitted the best wavelength-dependent \(g\) to match the phase functions calculated by OPAC. For the strongly forward scattering INSO particles, our own fit resulted in a \(g\) value close to 1, which caused firefly artefacts in our brute force renderer, and caused a narrow and hard to fit high energy region around the solar disc to appear. For both these reasons, we resorted to using the INSO asymmetry parameters as defined by OPAC, which are slightly lower, and which slightly blur the circumsolar region. They are also responsible for the difference that can be seen in Fig. 7 in the immediate circumsolar region. For more details on the effects of using the INSO parameters we refer the reader to the `libradtran` validation in Sec. 3 of our supplementary PDF.
Table 2. Table of parameter values that were used to create the reference dataset used for fitting. Note the uneven sampling of solar elevation and observer altitude, to better sample areas in the parameter space where large changes occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solar elevation (degrees)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observer altitude (metres)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ground albedo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viewing distance (km)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 The Dataset and Views used for Model Fitting

The dataset we use to fit the model consists of renderings which systematically cover the desired parameter space. Inputs are solar elevation at ground level, observer altitude, ground albedo, and viewing distance. Values for the parameters can be found in Table 2. We compute the spectral model for the same 11 wavelengths as [Hošek and Wilkie 2012]. We experimented with changing this choice of spectral channels, but found that fewer started to cause noticeable colour shifts, while more yielded no tangible benefits.

Our goal is a model for computer graphics (i.e., for the human visual system, with its fairly broadband sensors), and for the training of machine vision applications (which typically also involve sensors with fairly broad spectral characteristics), so this fairly low number of spectral bands is not a concern. If nanometer-level spectral accuracy were desired, one would need to resort to direct computations via libradtran, or a similar specialised tool: pre-computing a sky-dome model to such a fine-grained spectral resolution would require prohibitive amounts of storage space.

4.3.1 Side-facing Fish-Eye Views.

One significant difference to previous work is that our model now contains the ability to describe in-scattered radiance for varying observer altitudes. Therefore, except at ground level, this means we now have to fit a fully spherical function, and not a semi-spherical one. In order to avoid discontinuities at the horizon, we use a single side-facing fish-eye view of the sky as input to the fitting algorithm, and not two fish-eye views that face up and down. For the idealised planet defined in the brute force tracer, the in-scattering data is symmetrical left and right of the solar position, so we only have to generate a single side-facing view.

Fig. 8 shows some side-facing views for one particular viewing distance and solar elevation: the increasing influence of in-scattered light in the lower half of the hemisphere can be seen, as well as the curvature of the Earth that appears for higher observer altitudes.

4.3.2 Solar Elevation.

The uneven sampling of solar elevation near the horizon, near the ground and near the inversion layer (based on the observer altitude) was determined iteratively through analysing test renderings, and examining how fast sky dome features change for varying input parameters in each region of the parameter space.

4.4 The Atmospheric Path Tracer

Generating reference datasets to fit our model to requires an unbiased brute force renderer which is capable of computing large amounts of spectral images for our chosen atmospheric configurations. These input images for our fitting need to contain polarisation information, and the used rendering algorithm should be flexible enough that we can exclude directly viewed ground hits – we only want to fit in-scattered radiance that originates from atmospheric events. In addition to these requirements, we wanted the brute force renderer to be able to load scene geometry, to run direct brute force computations for non-trivial scenes.

With regard to accuracy of radiative transfer computations in the atmosphere, the libradtran software package [Emde et al. 2016] is the yardstick to measure against. However, while libradtran is an excellent tool for reference computations, it would not have been well suited to compute the large sets of images we need for fitting our model. Part of the efficiency of libradtran comes from the fact that it always runs only for a single wavelength, and a single query direction: this makes limited bi-directional tracing (and therefore faster convergence) considerably easier. However, we need entire reference images that contain several fairly broad spectral bands: and repeatedly running libradtran for multiple query directions and wavelengths is not very efficient. Also, we are not aware of an option that allows one to only compute in-scattered energy from atmospheric events, and omit specific ground hits: so we would likely have had to significantly modify their Monte Carlo estimator.

4.4.1 atmo_sim.

Instead, we wrote our own brute force simulator atmo_sim, based on the ART framework [Wilkie 2018]. ART provides infrastructure for storing, analysing and manipulating spectral images that contain polarisation information, and it includes the...
command line tool polvis which we used for the polarisation visualisations in Figs. 8, 10 and 15. atmo_sim is an uni-directional path tracer which uses multiple importance sampling [Veach 1997], and it is optimised to deal with scattering events in an atmosphere around an idealised Lambertian planet. Via Null Scattering [Miller et al. 2019] in combination with Hero wavelength sampling [Wilkie et al. 2014], it achieves a rendering performance which is sufficient for the generation of reference datasets, even for below sunset scenarios: and we verified the results obtained with it against libradtran (see Sec. 3 of the supplementary PDF for a discussion of this).

5 CREATION OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL
In the following sections we discuss the components of the model: in-scattered radiance, the in-scattered polarisation component, and atmospheric transmittance.

5.1 In-scattered Radiance
As the inner workings of the image-based decomposition we introduce for representing in-scattered radiance are somewhat complex, we give a detailed explanation of it in Sec. 1 of the supplementary PDF, and only present the main characteristics of the approach here.

Because of the large number of appearance features that are present on a fully spherical sky dome, especially if post-sunset scenarios are included (see Fig. 9 for examples of these), we had to develop an entirely new fitting approach that is distinct from previous techniques. In our model, we obtain the radiance pattern of the sky as a sum of outer products of single variable functions. The functions themselves are free-form, tabulated and were obtained by Canonical Polyadic Decomposition (CPD) [Kolda and Bader 2009], a process very similar to SVD low rank approximation. This approach can be thought of as a specialised compression scheme, however it is also essentially a decomposition of the radiance pattern into an optimal orthogonal set of “features”; the methods that we work with all rely on tensor and matrix decompositions.

The performance of CPD critically depends on using a suitable input parameterisation that allows the separation to take place cleanly: and in this regard, we found a suitable scheme, described in Sec. 1.2 of the supplementary PDF, that is based on the solar angle plus the shadow and zenith angles, and which makes the gradient of the solar glow and the shadow/horizon lines aligned with both axes of the fish-eye input images that are re-projected to this space. There, they are expressed as an outer product of two vectors using the CPD decomposition, and we store the two vectors for later retrieval and reconstruction.

Subtle changes to sky dome appearance both with changing observer altitude and with the sun going beneath the horizon actually require further refinements to this basic idea, like the high altitude correction and the image pre-emphasis to improve horizon interpolation and decomposition of post sunset images which are described in Sec. 1.3 and Sec. 1.5 of the supplementary PDF. It has to be noted that while the basic idea of using CPD to handle a dataset like ours is conceptually simple, the approach would not have yielded a useful result without these further refinements that are specific to the problem that we wish to model.

5.2 Polarisation Component
Building an unoptimised analytical model for sky dome polarisation would require to fit functions to the three additional Stokes components present in each polarised wavelength sample. However, sky dome polarisation is almost entirely linear, which reduces the problem to fitting the second and third components: together, these encode the entire linear polarisation component in a Stokes vector. And for sky domes, one can take this even further: as illustrated in Fig. 10, one can, as a post-process, simplify the problem by suitably rotating the reference frame of all the pixels in the fish-eye images used for the fitting process. As result of this re-parameterisation, one can get a good approximation for sky dome polarisation patterns by only fitting the second Stokes component. The polarisation information encoded in this modified channel has to be rotated back before use, but otherwise is a good representation of the dominant features of the phenomenon.

This idea of such a pixel coordinate system re-alignment is not new: Wilkie et al. [2004] already used a similar approach for their model. However, as their technique was only based on indirect reasoning, they had no solid evidence that this was actually permissible. We ran the entire brute force simulation with polarisation enabled, so we are able to actually assess the impact of this simplification. While it does introduce an error insofar as the polarisation effects of higher order scattering are discarded, Fig. 10 shows that after re-parameterisation, the third channel only contains a weak signal that has no perceptible effect, even in scenes that exhibit visual differences due to sky-dome polarisation. The third component signal proved to be similarly weak for all result images of the fitting dataset, so omitting it was a safe choice.

The approach to fitting the polarisation pattern is the same as for the main radiance model: however, as the pattern is much simpler, we can reduce the decomposition rank to $n = 5$, and also reduce the sizes of the individual function tables.

5.3 Atmospheric Transmittance
Rendering of outdoor scenes requires the computation of atmospheric transmission of light between two points. As we assume an atmospheric configuration that is rotationally symmetric with respect to the surface normal, the transmission for a given atmospheric configuration is a 2D distribution that varies with wavelength and observer altitude.

To create a fitted model of this function, we first precomputed atmospheric transmission in a coordinate system aligned with the curvature of the planet for the same set of altitudes and wavelengths as the in-scattered radiance model. We then used Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to produce a low rank approximation of the transmittance. A separate fit is computed for each altitude, where the SVD is computed over all atmospheric configurations and wavelengths at that altitude. Transmittance between two points can be computed by projecting one of the points into the coordinate system used for transmittance, reconstructing from the low rank approximation, then interpolating this value between altitudes and wavelengths. Please see Sec. 2 of the supplementary PDF for more details. Fig. 11 shows the transmittance component of a scene computed with Monte Carlo and our fit. This shows our method is able
5.4 Finite In-scattered Radiance Calculation

Given that our model allows one to calculate radiance for infinite paths and transmittance for finite paths, in-scattered radiance between observer \( x_1 \), viewed point \( x_2 \) and view direction \( \vec{v} = x_2 - x_1 \) can be calculated as

\[
L_{\text{in}}(x_1, x_2) = L_{\infty}(x_1, \vec{v}) - \tau(x_1, x_2) \ast L_{\infty}(x_2, \vec{v})
\]  

(2)

where \( L_{\text{in}}(x_1, x_2) \) denotes in-scattered radiance arriving at point \( x_1 \) along a given finite path from point \( x_2 \), \( \tau(x_1, x_2) \) denotes the transmission between the two points, and \( L_{\infty}(x_1, \vec{v}) \) denotes in-scattered radiance along a given infinite path coming from direction \( \vec{v} \). This formula also works for all components of polarised radiance in a Stokes Vector.

For practical use, it has to be noted that equation 2 only holds when the two \( L_{\infty} \) values used in it are both highly numerically accurate. However, in a fitted model such as ours, for any two distinct query locations, there can always be small radiance discrepancies compared to the ground truth. In rendered images, these deviations will manifest themselves as horizontal stripe artfacts for finite viewing distances, usually for observer altitudes near the ground, and at viewing angles near the horizon.

To solve these stability issues, one has to consider the effect our compression has on sky-dome radiance patterns near the horizon. As shown in the supplementary PDF, the most visible change compared to the original brute force images is that our model slightly blurs the...
Fig. 11. Visualisations of the transmission component for an observer altitude of 8 km, for the test scene shown in Fig. 14. The left image is a reference rendering obtained by brute force path tracing, and the right is the result obtained by using our fitted SVD approximation.

horizon region. What is not immediately obvious is that it does so within a small and not entirely predictable blur range. For directly observed radiance, these small variations in blur are imperceptible: but for the above mentioned viewing geometries, equation 2 still suffers numerical stability issues because of it.

As there is no way to get rid of the existing variable blur near the horizon region, a workable alternative is to always actively bring all such lookups to a consistent minimum level of bluriness. Equation 2 becomes stable if the data does not exhibit small random variations due to compression: and this can easily be achieved by not taking a single sample in the exact path direction, but the average of a few directions slightly above and below $x_2 - x_1$ instead.

6 DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

When integrating our new model in actual path tracing software for testing purposes, we faced two main obstacles. The first was that evaluation of a pre-computed sky dome model which features a full spherical radiance fit that changes with observer altitude requires more than just a drop-in replacement of whatever sky dome model is already present in a given path tracer: making full use of the altitude-dependent capabilities of the model requires modifications to the light source sampling code of the target system. To our knowledge, all existing renderers assume hemispherical models that do not change with altitude when dealing with analytical sky dome radiance. The second obstacle was that in order to use our model, which is fully spectral, we needed a target rendering system which is also spectral, and optimally even polarisation capable.

The spectral requirements narrowed the field down considerably. Mitsuba 2 [Nimier-David et al. 2019] is fully spectral and is polarisation capable, but was only comparatively recently released to the general public. The only other rendering system with such capabilities is ART [Wilkie 2018], which is however quite limited with regard to the scene types it can actually render. We first experimented with including the model in Mitsuba 1, which worked well. But as our model will now also be included in the next release of the Corona renderer [Chaos Czech a.s. 2021], we used that system to generate Fig. 1 instead. And to give an indication of polarisation performance in an actual renderer, we also included it in ART: we opted to use that instead of Mitsuba 2, as atmo_sim is based on ART, so we had prior experience with it. We donated code and data to the ART project, so a full implementation of our model will be available as Open Source in the next release of that system.

6.1 Size of Our Model

As described in Sec. 4.2, we fit our model for 6 viewing distances, each of which yields a dataset of 283MB for just radiance and transmission data, or 410 MB if polarisation data is included. The entire polarisation-enabled model for ground level viewing ranges from 20 km to 130 km is 2.4GB in size, or 1.66 GB for just radiance and transmission.

6.2 Performance Considerations

With its added capabilities such as fully spherical radiance patterns, transmission and in-scattering for finite distances, the rendering performance of our model is not easily comparable to previous models like Preetham or Hosek. When the in-scattering computations for finite distances are used, a renderer using the model of course runs slower than with e.g. pure Hosek sky dome look-ups, and no volumetric computations. But if our model is used to only provide sky dome radiance, it yields results that are qualitatively similar to, but still more realistic than, the Hosek model: see Fig. 3 for an example of this. In our experiments we used both models in exactly the same renderer: and we found that they run at practically the same speed. For instance, for two typical renderings shown in this work (Fig. 15, and the Villa Rotonda haze render found in the supplementary materials), render times were e.g. 228 vs. 208 seconds (Hosek was slightly faster), and 124 vs. 126 seconds (slight

Fig. 12. An example of how the results of the brute force renderer (left column) and the fitting (right column) match, for in-scattered radiance (top row) and for the sun-aligned (cf. Fig. 10) first polarisation component (bottom row). Solar elevation 18.64°, observer altitude 2495m.
advantage to our model), respectively. And that was with the more complex, altitude-dependent light source evaluation code running for our model: so the actual raw model queries are definitely faster than Hosek.

Our current implementation loads the entire dataset into memory upon starting the renderer. Therefore it requires at least 600 MB RAM to run. However, for scenes with a limited range of altitudes only a subset of the full dataset will be used which allows significant memory savings, if memory consumption were an issue.

6.3 Aerial Perspective
Figs. 1, 14 show results for the combination of sky dome radiance with attenuation and in-scattered light for finite viewing distances, as discussed in Sec. 5.4. In such a setting, the fitted model is significantly faster than the brute force path tracing of the atmospheric model it replaces, which required tens of thousands of samples per pixel for convergence. In contrast, the spectral path tracer we integrated the fitted model into, requires at most 256-512 SPP to converge to virtually noise-free estimates of directly viewed diffuse surface. Which is a fairly typical value for such path tracers and complex environment lighting, so the sky dome model itself is not a constraining factor for image convergence.

For the scene shown at a resolution of 1500 × 1000 in Fig. 14, the statistics are as follows: we used up to 85k spp and 5000 core hours (= 10 days on 24 core CPU) for the reference renders, with the post-sunset case being the most difficult one. By comparison, the renders that used the fitted model used 100 spp and 2 core hours each (= 5 mins on 24 core CPU).

6.4 Polarisation
As ART has limited modelling capabilities and cannot use mainstream scene description formats, and also for an equal comparison with [Wilkie et al. 2004], we obtained the original scene file for one of their test scenes from the authors of [Wilkie et al. 2004], resulting in Fig. 15. Inter-reflections between skyscrapers, or glass facades and water bodies in outdoor settings can be considerably mis-predicted by a non-polarising renderer. As our model includes in-scattered radiance for finite viewing directions, it is capable of effects such as reproducing the scenario that a part of the in-scattered light in a daytime outdoor scene can be removed with a polarisation filter: a part of the haze can be “lifted” that way. The supplementary materials include a pair of EXR images that show this effect.

6.5 Comparison to Other Models
As the use of exponential scatterer distributions is a common feature of many other models, we show further comparisons of our model against an exponential distribution and a reference render computed using the brute force path tracer in Fig. 13. These results show similarities between the models at lower altitudes, however these models diverge as altitude increases due to the realistic non-exponential scatterer distribution used by our work. Furthermore, we directly compare to the sky models from Hillaire [2020] and Bruneton [2016] in Sec. 7 of the supplementary PDF.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced a comprehensive and realistic pre-computed sky dome model for rendering outdoor environments under clear skies. It improves the state of the art in several ways:

(1) The model is based on OPAC standard atmospheric constituent data, so the molecular and aerosol distributions represent realistic viewing conditions.
(2) The novel in-scattered radiance model provides a full spherical fitting, and is available for observer altitudes up to 15 km altitude. This allows viewpoints above ground level, and downward looking renders. We also show how to evaluate our new in-scattering model for finite viewing distances.
(3) The model extends to solar elevations past sunset, and provides post-sunset features such as proper twilight blue (due to ozone absorption in the high atmosphere), and the shadow of the Earth rising opposite the setting sun.
(4) We provide a matching transmission function that is view-direction dependent, and also changes with observer altitude.
(5) We also provide a fitted function for the linear polarisation patterns found in clear skies.

As these components are all derived from the same ground truth dataset, they are consistent, and can be seamlessly used together. To our knowledge, features 1 to 3 are true novelties, and are not available in any existing pre-computed models of sky dome radiance. Feature 4 is only available for [Freeham et al. 1999], but not in any later models. Feature 5 was attempted by [Wilkie et al. 2004] and [Wang et al. 2016], but our integrated model is the first to provide polarisation information which matches all other components. The only limitations of our new model are the size of the dataset, and the fact that hazier atmospheric configurations are an extrapolation of OPAC data.

In the future, we plan to improve our model in the following areas:

(1) Most importantly, the model can easily be made to use genuine scattering profile data for high haziness situations – if such data is found in atmospheric science literature. A key issue here seems to be purely meteorological, in the sense that there are potentially a large number of different fog and haze configurations that can cause low ground level visibility: and merely having a single “view distance” parameter is not enough to differentiate between these.
(2) Special provisions can be made to accommodate the sharp circumsolar features that appear if “real” INSO lobes were to be used, instead of the smoothed OPAC ones.
(3) More subtle polarisation patterns could be represented if full Mie scattering were used in the brute force simulator: however, this would substantially increase the size of the polarisation fitting, as the optimisation discussed in Sec. 5.2 could no longer be used.

Finally, the current cut-off altitude of 15 km for the observer altitude is arbitrary, and could easily be extended higher, if this was needed.
Fig. 13. A comparison of our OPAC-based atmosphere scatterer profile versus a purely exponential one. The key difference is that no clear sense of observer altitude can manifest itself with an exponential fall-off: in a real clear atmosphere, there is a distinct hazier layer in the first 1-3 km from the ground, with significantly clearer air above it. A purely exponential model is therefore unable to provide realistic views from mountaintops or aircraft, where this feature plays an important role in overall scene appearance. The supplementary PDF contains further comparisons between exponentials and OPAC-derived scatterer profiles.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of reference brute force path tracing results from atmo_sim (left) to renderings using our pre-computed model (right) at solar elevations $-1^\circ$, $2^\circ$, and $20^\circ$ (from top to bottom). The test scene contains a planet with a $10 \times 10$ km red grid texture, with 15 km high towers with stripes every 1 km (cf. Figure 16 in the supplementary PDF for scale). The camera is at 8 km altitude, and the sun is behind the camera. Note that the reference dataset did not contain solar elevations $2^\circ$ and $20^\circ$, which shows that our model is capable of interpolations that match the references. The only apparent difference can be seen at the horizon, where our model is more blurred, which can also be seen in Fig. 12 and is mainly caused by the limited resolution of the fit. Note that this blurring mainly affects extreme viewing distances over perfectly flat terrain, and should not lead to artefacts in normal scenes. Finally, while the path tracer uses the true spatially-varying surface albedo, our model is parametrised by a single average value leading to a subtle colour shift on the ground in the last image.
Fig. 15. The specular architecture scene from Wilkie et al. [2004], re-created using ART [2018]. Qualitatively similar behaviour as seen in the 2004 publication can be observed. Image rendered with a polarising skylight (top left), and a non-polarising version of our model (top right). The difference image (bottom left) shows that skylight polarisation not only affects the reflection of the sky in the building facades, but also the inter-reflections of the buildings. The image on the bottom right shows the degree of polarisation as scaled overlay for 550 nm, provided by polvis (see Sec. 4.4.1).